Holmpton Parish Council Meeting

Minutes

JULY 1ST , 2014

07.30PM

HOLMPTON VILLAGE HALL

Meeting called by

Holmpton Parish Council

1. Attendees

A.Wilkin, S. Pilkington, C. Leckonby, P. Leckonby, R.Dawson and L. Hodgson

Apologies

P. Pannett

2. Minutes of last
meeting

Signed as a true record

3. Matters Arising
ViLLAge bins

Item 3.A

Discussion

Bin is now made

Conclusions

The bin is now completed and been placed at the bottom of Seaside road.
Going to contact the council to see if they could empty it.
27/05/14 - JR to chase the council again to see if they would come and empty the bin or if they would charge for
this and if so what the cost would be.
01/07/2014 – JR to ring Carl again from the council to find out what is going on.

Emergency Plan

Planning
Conclusions

item 3.B

The Village Emergency Plan
SP has taken out the information that doesn’t relate to the Parish. Still got to have a look at a few things
including the vulnerable and talk to the pub to see if they would be interested in being on the emergency
contact list.
SP also did an overview of an emergency document, she would like the councilors to have a look at it and
give their opinion once at that stage.
27/05/14 – SP just waiting feedback from this before further action is taken.
01/07/14 – SP is going to send another copy of it out to make sure everyone has a copy due to the fact a
few people hadn’t seen one.

WAR MEMORIAL

Planning
Conclusions

ITEM 3.D

War Memorial
LH has a meeting with the head of the school to discuss the memorial. Questions raised; What type of
memorial would we like? Majority says outside the church so people can see it. LH suggested a figure/
statue would be nice. Going to ask the students to design something so we can take a look at the different
options.
There is word that there could be some funding available for memorial plaques, LH is going to look further
into it as there is no idea on cost as yet.
01/04/14 – LH visited the head of the High School since march’s PC meeting and he is more than happy to
help design something. Designs should be ready for the end of July, then they can be looked through and a
decision can be made on the final design and materials.
27/05/14 – This is still ongoing.
01/07/14 – LH is going to chase it and see what is happening.

Action ITEMS

Person Responsible

Deadline

LH

AOB

Ongoing

ITEM 4

Action items

action to take

Patrington Road / Dashed Lines

As the council has done such a good job with redoing the
road it was asked if it is thought to be a good idea to
compliment the highways team by sending them a letter or
telephone them. This was agreed.

person responsible
JR has done this so got to
wait and see what
happens.

However while on the phone to the council it is asked that
we comment on the missing double line dashing on the right
People having been thinking of things that the Parish
Council could do with the telephone box, suggestions so far
as follows;
Telephone Box

R. Dawson is going to
repaint it for the Parish
Council.

- Could turn it into a mini library/history center, only down
fall being that it wouldn’t work in winter as everything would
turn damp.
- Have it as a notice board.
- Around Christmas time lights could be put up inside and
hanging baskets in summer.

Sports Day

Sports Day went down really well and a big thank you to
everyone involved was made from P. Leckonby.

Grass Cutting Schedule

Observations have been made that the grass is getting far
too high before been cut back on the verge sides. There
are also some large trees down North Lane that need
cutting back due to them over hanging.

Dog noise and fowling

There have been several complaints regarding the noise
coming from a number of dogs at a property in Holmpton.
Not only is the noise a ongoing problem but there have now
been reports of dog feces ‘piled up in the garden and when
it rains the escarpment drains through onto the neighboring

Meeting Closed

8.25pm

details of the next meeting

5th August 2014 – 7.30pm @ Holmpton Village Hall

Signed

JR to phone the council
and request this.

JR to report this to the
Environment Agency.

